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A B S T R A C T   

High temperature solid oxide solar cells based on SrTiO3 (STO) are investigated. Schottky contacts between STO 
and different materials, including La1-xSrxCrO3, La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 and metals like Au and Pt are 
illuminated by UV light with a wavelength of 365 nm at 350 ◦C in air and the resulting voltages and currents are 
measured. With certain material combinations, e.g. LaCrO3/STO or Au/STO heterojunctions, high photovoltages 
of more than 1.0 V are obtained. Current measurements reveal changes in the bulk STO due to stoichiometry 
polarization, leading to a self-enhancement effect of the photovoltaic cell. Mechanistic insight in the processes 
under UV light is gained by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, especially regarding the space charge 
region at the heterojunction and bulk changes due to stoichiometry polarization. In addition to the electronic 
effects upon illumination, also photo-ionic effects of oxygen transport caused by chemical potential changes were 
observed.   

1. Introduction 

Finding clean and sustainable ways of providing energy is a major 
challenge of the 21st century with global problems such as climate 
change and air pollution. One promising approach is harvesting and 
storing abundant energy, such as solar energy. Photovoltaic cells are 
particularly suitable here, by transferring solar energy directly to elec-
trical energy. While solar cells based on silicon or metal-organic pe-
rovskites are very popular and often investigated [1–8], the full oxide 
counterpart is much less known [9]. Solid oxide based solar cells have 
been realized using for example metal/Cu2O Schottky junctions 
[10–14], Cu2O/ZnO bilayer heterojunctions [15–17], nanocomposite 
heterojunctions with nano-structured ZnO or TiO2 on Cu2O [18–22], 
and also BiFeO3 domain boundaries [23,24], all operating at room 
temperature. 

Also, many other oxides show interesting properties when irradiated 
by UV light, such as Nb2O5 [25,26], SnO2 [27–30], and SrTiO3 (STO) 
[31–36]. Among others, it was shown for STO that the uptake of oxygen 
at elevated temperatures is tremendously enhanced by UV light [37,38]. 

Moreover, it is reported that voltages resulting from STO based cells 
under UV light may consist of a photovoltaic (PV) and an electro-
chemical contribution (EC), the latter being the result of a change in 
oxygen stoichiometry in STO due to the enhanced oxygen incorporation 
under UV irradiation [39]. STO based heterojunctions, e.g. the STO/Si 
interface, generate photovoltages at room temperature with a very fast 
response [40,41]. Also, Nb:STO based pn-junctions or Schottky junc-
tions [42–54] have been investigated as photovoltaic devices, mostly 
operating at room temperature. Recently, it was found that the (La,Sr) 
CrO3 (LSCr)/STO junction can be used to obtain photovoltages up to 1 V 
at temperatures above 300 ◦C [55]. Coupling such a high temperature 
solar cell with a solid oxide electrolyzer cell (SOEC) yields a photo-
electrochemical cell (SOPEC) which can pump oxygen and may ulti-
mately even use UV light to split water, thereby transferring solar energy 
to electrical energy and further to chemical energy [55]. Such devices 
benefit from the lower resistance of oxides at higher temperatures and 
might be used for small scale energy harvesting applications, e.g. for 
powering sensors for the internet of things, in surroundings where heat 
is abundant. 
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This type of high temperature STO based solar cells are in the focus of 
our study. Here, we show why the illuminated surface of such solar cells 
is crucial and how photovoltages change with different top layer ma-
terials. The dopant level of Sr was varied in La1-xSrxCrO3 (LaCrO3 (LCr), 
La0.9Sr0.1CrO3 (LSCr10) and La0.8Sr0.2CrO3 (LSCr20)) and Cr was 
replaced by Mn on the B-site of the perovskite, yielding La0.8Sr0.2Cr1- 

yMnyO3 (LSCrM). Other perovskite type oxides, including La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 
(LSF) and La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 (LSC) and Pt and Au were tested as metallic top 
layers. Moreover, we investigated self-enhancement effects under 
operation and the influence of the STO substrate, with Fe:STO showing 
slower changes than undoped STO, highlighting the very importance of 
the STO substrate itself for the overall function of such cells. Further 
mechanistic insight into the processes under UV is gained by impedance 
spectroscopic measurements. Essentially, we show that (classical) 
Schottky junctions can be used for high temperature photovoltaic de-
vices, allowing possible high temperature applications (e.g. space ap-
plications, concentrated sunlight, combined cells with solid oxide 
electrolyzer cells…). However, classical systems fail to function in such 
high temperature conditions. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Sample preparation and characterization 

The solar cell consists of a single crystalline substrate, namely (100) 
oriented undoped STO (10 × 10 × 0.5 mm3, CrysTec GmbH, Ger) or Fe: 
STO (10 × 10 × 0.5 mm3, 0.016 mol% Fe, Alineason Materials Tech-
nology GmbH, Ger) and a thin top layer of another oxide or a metal. All 
sample types are summarized in Table 1. The oxide top layers (e.g. LSCr) 
were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a Kr/F excimer 
laser Lambda COMPex Pro 201F with a wavelength 248 nm. The repe-
tition rate was 5 Hz with a nominal energy per pulse of 400 mJ, yielding 
a laser fluence of 1.1 J/cm2. The LSCr and LSCrM thin films were 
deposited at 700 ◦C and 0.015 mbar and the deposition time was varied. 
As a current collector, Pt stripes were deposited by DC magnetron 
sputtering (BAL-TEC MED 020 Coating System; pressure: 2 × 10− 2 mbar 
Ar, 100 mA) on top of the oxide thin film. The structuring of the Pt thin 
film was carried out by lift-off photolithography. The width of the Pt 
stripes is 100 μm, with a distance of 50 μm between the individual Pt 
stripes, corresponding to an area fraction of two thirds being covered 

with Pt. At the bottom side of the sample, a porous Pt paste was brushed 
as a counter electrode. A schematic representation of the sample is given 
in Fig. 1a. Metal (Au, Pt) top layers with thicknesses mostly of about 10 
nm were sputter deposited in the same way as the current collectors 
mentioned above. A quartz microbalance was used to determine the 
deposition rate of Au and Pt. 

The oxide thin films on STO were characterized by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) and cross-section scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging. 
Fig. 2 displays the diffraction pattern of an LSCr10 film on STO 
measured with a goniometric scan between the 2-theta angle of 10◦ and 
99◦, using Cu Kα1 radiation. Only the (100), (200) and (300) reflexes are 
visible. In the magnifications of the (100) and (300) reflexes, one can see 
the sharp reflexes of the STO single crystal (i.e. the substrate) and the 
broader thin film reflex of the LSCr10 layer. With only the (h00) reflexes 
being visible, this suggests that the LSCr thin films grow epitaxially on 
the SrTiO3 substrates. However, nominally the LSCr10 reflexes are ex-
pected at higher angles than the respective (h00) reflexes of STO. The 
shift towards lower angles is attributed to defects in the thin film, most 
likely cation vacancies which are frequently found in different complex 
oxide thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition [56,57]. The 
thickness of the ceramic thin films was determined by profilometry as 
well as SEM cross sections (see Fig. 2b). A cross section of the interface 
between LSCr10 and STO is shown in Fig. 2b. Please note that despite 
the focus on thin film characterization the “powerhorse” of such a cells 
in terms of charge carrier formation is the illuminated region of the STO 
substrate as well as the space charge region, i.e. the interplay of thin film 
and substrate, in terms of charge carrier separation. 

2.2. Photo-voltage and photo-current measurements 

For photo-voltage and photo-current measurements, the sample was 
placed in a quartz tube inside a furnace. A quartz waveguide (10 mm in 
diameter) leads the UV light (λ = 365 nm, P = 2.9 W) from the LED lamp 
(LZ4 LuxiGen UV LED Emitter, LED Engin, USA) outside the furnace to 
the sample, as shown in Fig. 1b and c. A Keithley DMM2000 (Keithley 
Instruments, USA) was used for voltage and current measurements. The 
resulting voltage was measured mostly in open circuit mode (OCV =
open circuit voltage) and the current in short circuit. All measurements 
were performed at 350 ◦C in air. The standard procedure for OCV 
measurements was the following: The voltage was measured for 15 min 
without UV irradiation, followed by 15 min under UV light and then 
again for 15 min after switching off the light. Thereby, the dark voltage 
before the experiment, the time dependent evolution of a photovoltage 
and the persistent [58–60] or decaying photovoltage after illumination 
can be observed. Short circuit measurements were done in a similar 
manner, though partly longer illumination times were used or the cur-
rent measurement was interrupted for an OCV measurement upon UV. 
Moreover, time dependent power-voltage and power-current curves 
were obtained for illuminated cells. 

2.3. Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) measurements were carried out in a 
Horiba iHR320 monochromators UVISEL ellipsometry system, with 
spectral range 0.6–5.0 eV and step size 0.05 eV. The spectra were 
collected with a light incidence angle of 70◦ and with the modulator and 
analyzer set at 0◦ and 45◦, respectively. In order to measure the oxide 
films, sample replicas of the materials in Table 1. Were prepared, i.e. 
LaCrO3, La0.8Sr0.2CrO3, La0.9Sr0.1Cr0.2Mn0.8O3 and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3, on 
top of an Al2O3 (0001) substrate. Modelling of the optical response was 
carried using DeltaPsi2 software by Horiba. The model followed a ge-
ometry in which the material layer is placed on top of a well-defined 
Al2O3 substrate. The thickness of the layers was fixed in agreement 
with the SEM characterization. A 1 nm material-void (50% each) over-
layer was fixed on top of the material layer in order to simulate the 
contribution of the film roughness. The material was then fitted with a 

Table 1 
Thickness of the ceramic or metallic thin films on STO substrates.  

Top layer Substrate Preparation 
method 

Deposition 
time [min] 

Thickness 
[nm] 

LaCrO3 (LCr) SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 180 

La0.9Sr0.1CrO3 

(LSCr10) 
SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 5 50 

La0.9Sr0.1CrO3 

(LSCr10) 
SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 240 

La0.9Sr0.1CrO3 

(LSCr10) 
Fe:SrTiO3 

(Fe:STO) 
PLD 25 240 

La0.8Sr0.2CrO3 

(LSCr20) 
SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 230 

La0.9Sr0.1Cr0.8Mn0.2O3 

(LSCrM) 
SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 240 

La0.9Sr0.1Cr0.2Mn0.8O3 

(LSCrM) 
SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 240 

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 3 50 

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) SrTiO3 

(STO) 
PLD 25 400 

Au SrTiO3 

(STO) 
sputtering 0.16 10 

Au SrTiO3 

(STO) 
sputtering 3.3 200 

Pt SrTiO3 

(STO) 
sputtering 0.26 10  
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series of 5xTauc-Lorentz (TL) user-defined-formula (udf) dispersion os-
cillators. The use of TL oscillators has been widely reported to fit the 
dielectric properties of semiconductor perovskites [61–63]. As a result, 
one can obtain data on the layerś optical constants. 

For analyzing the optical properties of STO, an STO single crystal 
substrate was kept in the PLD chamber at the deposition conditions of 
the oxide films (i.e. 25 min of deposition time) before measuring the 
optical properties. Thus, the measurement is consistent with the nature 
of the STO present in the photovoltaic device. The model chosen for STO 

was quite similar to the case of the films, with the roughness overlayer 
directly placed on top of the substrate material. For properly fitting the 
STO optical properties, a series of 4xTL oscillators were required. The 
general expression of light absorption in a solid I=I0e-αt, where I is the is 
the transmitted light, I0 is the incident light, α is the absorption coeffi-
cient of the solid and t is the thickness was used to calculate the per-
centage of adsorbed light at a given wavelength. 

Fig. 1. Typical sample consisting of an STO substrate and an LSCr thin film (a), the measurement setup consisting of a quartz tube in a furnace, a waveguide with a 
LED lamp and a sample holder with contacts for electrochemical measurements (b), and a detailed view on the sample holder (c). 

Fig. 2. Thin film characterization. X-ray diffraction pattern of LSCr10 on STO, showing very good agreement between the LSCr reflexes and the single crystalline STO 
reflexes of the substrate, therefore highlighting the epitaxial nature of the LSCr/STO interface (a). SEM image of the interface showing the LSCr10 thin film on top of 
the STO substrate (b). 
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2.4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was performed using an 
Alpha-A High Resolution Dielectric Analyzer (Novocontrol, Germany) in 
frequency range from 1 MHz to 1 Hz with a resolution of 10 points per 
decade and an rms amplitude of 20 mV. In special cases, the frequency 
range was extended down to 31 mHz. Impedance spectra were measured 
under short circuit conditions (bias 0 V). The obtained impedance data 
were parameterized by equivalent circuits using ZView3.5 (Scribner, 
USA). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Photo-voltages 

Fig. 3a displays the results of a standard OCV experiment on a sample 
with a 240 nm LSCr10 top layer (15 min dark, 15 under UV, 15 min 
dark). A schematic representation of the band alignment between the 

respective materials is sketched in Fig. 3b, showing the difference in 
Fermi energy which leads to the photovoltage under UV. Upon UV light, 
an immediate voltage step to almost 730 mV is found in Fig. 3a, followed 
by a further increase within about 100 s to a nearly constant value of ca. 
930 mV. Here, we expect a polarity of – for LSCr and of + for STO. After 
switching off the UV light, the voltage is reduced but does not imme-
diately jump to zero. Rather, the decay to zero voltage requires several 
10 s or even a few minutes. Generally, the time with a transient change 
of the voltage was longer after switching off UV compared to switching 
UV on. The same phenomenon is also found for Fe-doped STO as sub-
strate (Fig. 3), however, the increase of the photovoltage under UV takes 
even much longer in this case. These time dependencies are most 
probably caused by changes of the oxygen stoichiometry in STO upon 
UV light [37–39] and subsequent relaxation to the equilibrium defect 
concentrations in dark. This is discussed in more detail below. 

Qualitatively, the same features are found for many different oxide 
top layers. A representative collection of layer variations is shown in 
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a the Sr dopant concentration of LaCrO3 was varied be-
tween 0 and 20%. For higher Sr concentration, the total conductivity of 
the LSCr layer rises [64], but the thin film also changes in color, from a 
nearly transparent undoped LCr thin films to the light brownish LSCr20. 
The highest voltage results for undoped LaCrO3 (LCr) (1008 mV). The 
cell with LCr top layer also exhibits the slowest voltage relaxation after 
switching UV off, possibly due to the slow oxygen exchange between LCr 
and the gas phase, which is required to get the STO back to its equi-
librium defect chemical state after UV. 

When replacing Cr by Mn while keeping the deposition time constant 
(i.e. similar layer thickness), we find a decrease of the photo-voltage 
(Fig. 4b). Fig. 4c displays effects of the film thickness for LSCr10 and 
LSM top layers. For LSCr10 thin films, the resulting OCV is very similar 
for different layer thicknesses, with 930 mV for 240 nm and 990 mV for 
50 nm. In case of LSM, however, the thin layer with 50 nm achieved 910 
mV while the thicker one with 400 nm only reached 610 mV. Most 
probably, this is largely due to the much higher UV absorbance of LSM, 
which makes it much darker than LSCr10 for similar layer thickness. 
Accordingly, much less light reaches the heterojunction between top 
layer and STO. 

These results also strongly suggest that UV absorption within STO is 
essential for the generation of the photovoltage, i.e. STO acts as the 
absorber of our high temperature oxide solar cell. 

Also, LSF and LSC perovskite-type top layers were tested. These thin 
films have an intense black color and thus high absorption. Not sur-
prisingly, only low photovoltages were obtained (e.g. 40 mV for LSF of 
100 nm thickness). These findings are in line with the results on LSCr, 
highlighting the importance of a high transmittance in the top layer. 
However, possibly the different electronic band structure and/or the 
ionic defect energies in LSC or LSF contribute to the much lower pho-
tovoltages as well. 

Very thin metal layers (10 nm Au, 10 nm Pt) with some remaining 
UV transmittance [65] were also investigated as top layers. The results 
are plotted in Fig. 4d. The photovoltages obtained for Pt were only 
mediocre (400 mV range) but for the very thin Au layer we found 1100 
mV at 350 ◦C and thus the highest value of all layers tested in this study. 
All these measurements also demonstrate the “robustness” of the PV 
voltage of STO based high temperature solar cells; it is not a peculiarity 
of a very special materials combination, but results for many different 
materials. For the photovoltaic effect upon UV light, the STO single 
crystal is vital, meaning that the relevant processes are located within 
the STO. The role of the top layer is most likely primarily the intro-
duction of chemical potential differences for electrons (and possibly also 
for oxygen vacancies) at the interface and thus the formation of a space 
charge region in STO. This space charge layer in the slightly hole con-
ducting STO acts as barrier for the holes (majority carriers) while 
attracting photo-generated electrons in STO and swamping them into 
the top layer. Therefore, many thin films with acceptably low absorption 
cause photovoltages upon illumination. The space charge region is 

Fig. 3. (a) Time vs. voltage curves for LSCr10 (− )/STO (+) and LSCr10 (− )/Fe: 
STO (+) samples at 350 ◦C in air, with the signs in brackets indicating the 
polarity of the respective part of the cell. At first, the voltage is measured for 15 
min without UV light, then for 15 min under UV illumination (λ = 365 nm), 
then for 15 min after switching off the UV light. When switching on the UV 
light, a time dependent change in voltage can be observed for both substrates, 
but the change occurs at a different speed. When switching off the UV light, a 
voltage of several hundred mV remains. Here, the time dependency of the 
decaying voltage appears to be similar for both cases. (b) Sketch of the band 
alignment of LSCr10 and STO with the conduction bands (CB) and valence 
bands (VB) of the respective materials. The difference in Fermi levels is 
highlighted. 
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visible as a very large additional resistance (second semicircle) in 
impedance spectra and its dependence on UV light is discussed in more 
detail below. The recombination length of the electrons in our STO 
single crystals is unknown and hence we do not know from which depth 
photo-generated electrons can be collected and contribute to the oper-
ation of the solar cell. The upper limit is certainly the absorption depth 
of UV in STO. 

This interpretation is also supported by optical SE measurements. 
The absorption of both oxide thin films (top layers) and STO substrate 
was investigated. The resulting absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 5a. 
From here, considering a 365 nm UV light source (3.4 eV), the per-
centage of absorbed light as a function of the material’s thickness was 
calculated (Fig. 5b). Please note that the obtained spectra are in line 
with previous reports [63,66–68]. It should be noticed, however, that 
slight deviations may arise [69,70], possibly due to differences in the 
synthesis method or as a consequence of the technique used for the 
measurement. 

The relevant optical properties are summarized in Table 2 which also 
includes the absorption depth of the films, i.e. the thickness within 
which 95% of the light is absorbed. The relation between absorbed light 
in such a layer and the photo-voltage is shown in Fig. 5c. For layers with 
very strong absorption the photo-voltage decreases. (The intensities 
used here are rather high and thus already less than 20% transmitted 
light leads to very high photo-voltages.) However, a slight difference 
between Mn and Cr based perovskite top layers seems to remain irre-
spective of transmittance, since the thin LSM layer with much more 

transmittance has still a slightly lower OCV than LCr. As far as the STO 
substrate is concerned, an estimation of 2 μm for the absorption depth 
was obtained. 

3.2. Photocurrent under UV 

For photovoltaic cells, current voltage curves are frequently re-
ported. However, as will be shown in the following, the current of our 
STO based PV cells is strongly time dependent and current measure-
ments are most probably accompanied by continuous oxygen stoichi-
ometry changes within the STO single crystals. Accordingly, the cells 
change continuously during current load and steady state current 
voltage curves could not be determined. Hence, we focus the following 
consideration on the short circuit current as the most extreme case of a 
current flow. This was investigated for an LSCr10/STO cell with 240 nm 
LSCr10. When switching on the UV light for the very first time, a rather 
low current in the 2–5 μA range results (see magnification in Fig. 6a). 
However, over time this current strongly increases by orders of magni-
tude. After 15 min 0.18 mA are reached but the current is still far from 
being constant (Fig. 6a). Long-term measurements in Fig. 6b show that 
the current increase becomes slower, but persists on the time scale of 
many hours. The almost linear long time current increase reaches almost 
1 mA after 17 h. Some samples even showed photocurrents of up to 3.5 
mA at 350 ◦C after several illumination cycles, all for a nominal sample 
size of 1 cm2. 

This current increase is not accompanied by a decrease of the OCV, as 

Fig. 4. Voltage-time curves at 350 ◦C in air for different material combinations before, under and after UV illumination (λ = 365 nm), showing the influence of (a) 
different Sr dopant concentrations in LSCr, (b) the introduction of Mn to the B site of the LSCr, (c) the thickness of LSCr10 as well as LSM thin films, and (d) metallic 
thin films. 
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shown in Fig. 6c: There, 5 min of OCV measurement under UV (reaching 
1050 mV) are followed by a short circuit period of 5 min with a strong 
current increase to the several 100 μА range. Please note that here the 
sample was already illuminated in a preceding experiment. The initial 
short circuit current under UV is thus much larger than for the pristine 
sample, indicating that the sample changes caused by the preceding 
illumination are still (partly) present. However, despite all these 

changes, the subsequent OCV measurements show again more than 1 V, 
indicating that the cell voltage itself is hardly affected by the persisting 
sample changes upon current. In other words, the cell’s power shows a 
very pronounced enhancement effect during operation. This becomes 
also visible in continuous P versus voltage V measurements (and the 
power P versus current I curves) monitored on an LSCr10/STO sample, 
see Fig. 7. A severe enhancement is found already within several mi-
nutes. (Please note that sample changes take place also within a single P 
(V) curve which takes 10 s). The difference in time scales for time 
dependent photovoltage changes (in the range of few minutes) and 
photocurrent measurements (in the range of several hours) is addressed 
in Section 3.4. 

We suppose that the origin of these changes upon current lies within 
the very nature of the measurement itself. As soon as current flows, there 
is a voltage drop not only at the external load but also inside the PV cell 
at the internal resistance. In the specific case of short circuit even the 
entire photovoltage of more than 1 V is “consumed” in the sample itself. 
STO is a mixed electronic and ionic conducting material and the ions are 
strongly blocked at one or both electrodes used here. Applying a voltage 
of about 1 V to such a STO sample leads to oxygen stoichiometry po-
larization, i.e. oxygen vacancy depletion in the STO bulk close to the 
positive electrode and their accumulation close to the negative one 
[71–73]. Often this is associated with a resistance degradation, since 

Fig. 5. Absorption spectra for the different materials under consideration (a). Percentage of UV light absorbed (365 nm) as a function of material’s thickness. The 
horizontal dotted line indicates the thickness at which 95% of UV light is absorbed (absorption depth) (b). Measured PV vs percentage of light absorbed for different 
top layers (c). 

Table 2 
Absorption measurements.  

Layer Absorption 
coefficient at 365 
nm [cm− 1] 

Absorption 
depth [nm] 

Percentage 
light absorbed 
[%] 

LaCrO3 (LCr) 81,522 367 76.9 
La0.8Sr0.2CrO3 (LSCr20) 147,603 203 96.6 
La0.9Sr0.1Cr0.2Mn0.8O3 

(LSCrM) 
156,700 191 97.7 

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) 104,185 288 40.6 (50 nm) 
98.5 (400 nm) 

SrTiO3 (STO) single 
crystal 

15,405 1945 – 

The percentage of UV light absorbed was calculated considering the layers’ 
thickness as retrieved by SEM cross-section data. 
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also reorganization of electrons and holes takes place for the sake of 
charge neutrality [74,75]. Higher conductive regions are formed near to 
the electrodes and then extend more and more into the bulk. Hence, a 
steady decrease of the cell resistance results. 

We expect the same taking place here, though the voltage is not 
applied by an external source, but is a consequence of the UV illumi-
nation. This effect has two implications: Firstly, measuring a well- 
defined current-voltage curve or a power-voltage curve is not truly 
possible for these STO based systems, since the cell unavoidably changes 
during the measurement. Secondly, one can benefit from this self- 
enhancing effect due to a decrease in STO resistance, leading to a bet-
ter performance under operation (“self-enhancing solar cell”). 

3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on 
LSCr10/STO heterojunctions at 350 ◦C without correction of the open 
circuit voltage, i.e. under short circuit conditions (U = 0 V). Therefore, 
these measurements give mechanistic insight into the processes found 
for the current measurements discussed above. The impedance spectrum 
of the solar cell before illumination is shown in Fig. 8a. The three main 
features are a high frequency semicircle, a mid frequency arc and a very 
large low frequency arc. The high frequency semicircle (r.h.s inset in 

Fig. 8a) reflects the bulk resistance and capacitance of the STO single 
crystal, with a relative permittivity of 170 calculated from the corre-
sponding capacitance, in accordance with bulk STO at 350 ◦C [76]. The 
low frequency feature is attributed to the space charge region (SCR) at 
the STO/LSCr10 interface [55] and represents the photoactive part of 
the cell, which ultimately separates the photo-generated electron-hole 
pairs in STO. Some further details on this space charge impedance can be 
found in Ref. [55]. Actually, it is nothing but a Schottky barrier found 
very often between semiconductor/electrode interfaces. In accordance 
with Ref. [55] the intermediate frequency feature is attributed to the 
bottom electrode of the PV cell. 

The time dependent changes in the impedance spectra under and 
after UV light illumination are shown in Fig. 8b–d. The first spectrum 
measured immediately after switching on UV is completely distorted 
due to the ongoing changes upon UV and can hardly be analyzed. The 
second spectrum is started 3 min after onset of UV illumination and 
indicates a strong decrease of the high frequency arc, which is now only 
partly visible in this measured frequency range. The low frequency part 
with spiral-type tail indicates that the sample still changes while being 
measured with frequencies sweeping from high to low values. In the 
third spectrum (started after 15 min) the STO bulk resistance is only 
visible as an axis intercept and has a value which is two orders of 
magnitude smaller than before UV. The remaining low frequency arc 

Fig. 6. Current-time measurements for LSCr10 (250 nm thickness) on STO at 350 ◦C in air (1 point/0.5 s). The measurements show a steady current increase under 
UV light (λ = 365 nm) on a short time scale (a) but also a continuous increase even after 17 h under UV light (b). Consecutive voltage, current and voltage 
measurements indicate only a small effect of the changes under current on the photovoltage (c). 
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might be the remains of the photo-active top space charge layer under 
UV or the impedance of the bottom electrode/electrolyte contact. 
(Please note that even without being illuminated itself the bottom layer 
space charge might change under illumination due to our supposed 
stoichiometry variation in the STO bulk.) When switching off UV the 
huge top layer space charge is back already in the very first spectrum 
(Fig. 8c), while the high frequency arc of bulk STO only slowly relaxes 
and increases from spectrum to spectrum. After about 50 min the orig-
inal value is again reached. 

From this we conclude that indeed the conductivity and thus also the 
defect chemical state of the STO bulk changes upon UV under short 
circuit conditions. As detailed above, this change is most probably 
nothing but the well-known stoichiometry polarization often found in 
STO samples upon a voltage, when one or both electrodes are strongly 
blocking for ionic current, i.e. electrochemical oxygen exchange. In 
order to support the consistency of this interpretation, we further looked 
at the time dependence of the large space charge resistance under and 
after UV. Since recording an entire impedance spectrum takes several 
minutes, the time resolution was not sufficiently high to follow this very 
fast process. Therefore, impedance was measured continuously at 1 Hz 

(see Fig. 9). This impedance value is in the left half of the space charge 
arc measured in dark. The location of this frequency within the corre-
sponding arc changes under illumination. However, we also know the 
shape of the impedance spectra before, under and after UV light illu-
mination (Fig. 8), which makes analysis straightforward. We see that the 
impedance at 1 Hz and thus the entire space charge arc changes 
immediately (i.e. within <1 s) and drastically when illuminating by UV 
light. This is in line with the immediate changes found in current mea-
surements in Fig. 4. This immediate change under UV light is followed 
by a steady further decrease in the resistance, which reflects the self- 
improvement of the cell discussed above. When switching back to 
dark the huge space charge arc appears again within the first second and 
the subsequently following slight shift in Fig. 9 might be simply due to 
the change of the STO bulk itself, which is much slower. 

3.4. Interpretation of the OCV measurements 

One characteristic feature of these cells has still to be interpreted: It is 
the time dependence of the cell voltage under OCV conditions (see 
Fig. 3). The space charge relaxes within a second when UV light is 
switched off (see above) and thus zero voltage is expected immediately 
when stopping illumination. Stoichiometry changes upon current flow 
(as in the short circuit case) can also not explain these finding since no 
current flows under OCV. However, we are confident that stoichiometry 
changes in STO upon UV still play a decisive role as discussed in the 
following. Our explanations are based on interpretations of UV induced 
effects in STO single crystals reported in Ref. [37–39]. 

In Ref. [37], a strong enhancement of the oxygen incorporation rate 
into Fe-doped STO was found under UV illumination. Moreover, in 
Ref. [38], it was shown that substantial conductivity changes result 
during and after illumination of such STO single crystals. Importantly, 
these conductivity changes also affect the dark parts of the STO beyond 
the absorption depth. They are associated with stoichiometry changes 
due to UV-accelerated oxygen incorporation. Essentially, the hole con-
ductivity of the entire STO sample strongly increases under illumination 
due to oxygen vacancies being annihilated under UV in the entire bulk. 
The corresponding time dependence of the conductivity changes upon 
UV is governed by the chemical diffusion coefficient of oxygen in STO. 
This chemical diffusion is slower for Fe-doped STO compared to undo-
ped STO due to the trapping of hole charge carriers [77]. In other words: 
the oxygen chemical potential of an illuminated STO samples changes 
under UV due to oxygen incorporation and when switching off UV, a 
very high chemical potential (nominal by high oxygen partial pressure) 
remains in the sample. This can be measured in terms of a positive 
voltage, particularly when covering the bottom side of STO with an ion 
conducting yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) layer and thus making STO to 
a kind of electrode in an electrochemical cell [39]. The measured voltage 
is nothing but a Nernst-type voltage between the STO (no longer in 
equilibrium with the gas) and the YSZ covered bottom side. This is 
sketched in Fig. 10a, together with the typical voltage curve found in 
such cells [39] with a mixture of fast photo-effect and slower stoichi-
ometry effects. Most important is the remaining voltage after UV (Ubat) 
which is due to the chemical potential change in STO under UV and only 
slowly relaxes at ca 350 ◦C. 

Compared to the cell in Ref [39], the top side is continuously covered 
in our solar cell, e.g. by LSCr, and the ion conducting bottom YSZ layer is 
missing (see Fig. 10b). As in the cell with the free STO surface, similar 
time dependencies are found, but first the voltage further increases upon 
UV and second the remaining voltage after UV is negative in our case. 
The following explanation of these phenomena is still hypothetical, but 
consistent with all data we have so far: The chemical potential of oxygen 
μO is given by the difference of the chemical potentials of ionic and 
electronic species (VO = oxygen vacancies, e = electrons, h = holes): 

μO = μO2− − 2μe = − μVO
+ 2μh. (1) 

Fig. 7. Power-voltage (a) and power-current (b) curve of a UV illuminated 
LSCr10/STO cell at 350 ◦C in air (λ = 365 nm), highlighting the self-enhancing 
character of the solar cell. One measurement point requires 1 s (i.e. 10 s for one 
P(V) or P(I) curve); sample size 1 cm2. 
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In contrast to cell type a in Fig. 10 (with free illuminated STO sur-
faces), UV light does not directly accelerate oxygen incorporation ki-
netics into STO since the surface of cell b is covered by LSCr. However, in 
the illuminated part of STO (≈ 2–3 μm deep as resulting from SE mea-
surements) the UV light causes a split of μe into two quasi Fermi levels 
(one for electrons and one for holes). Therefore, also two quasi chemical 
potentials of formally neutral oxygen result in accordance with Eq. (1). 
Owing to a spatially varying absorbance, those quasi chemical potentials 
show gradients and cause oxygen diffusion within STO. Depending on 
the local concentrations of holes and electrons, the illuminated STO 
region gets either enriched or depleted of oxygen vacancies. Supposed 
we pump some oxygen from the illuminated region into the dark part (by 
chemical diffusion of vacancies and holes), a situation results where the 
illuminated part has a different defect chemical state and thus also a 
different (quasi-)Fermi level compared to the initial situation under UV. 
Not surprisingly the open circuit voltage changes during this oxygen 
relocation inside STO and this is what supposedly causes the time 
dependence of the OCV voltage under UV. In Fe-doped STO the change is 

simply slower since it has a smaller oxygen diffusion coefficient due to 
its Fe-traps [77]. A simple estimate of a diffusion distance from the 
measured time of voltage variation (ca. 1000 s for Fe-STO) and the ox-
ygen diffusion coefficient D in Fe-STO at this temperature (10− 8 cm2/s 
[78,79]) gives 3 μm, which is well in line with the illuminated STO depth 
according to SE. 

When switching off UV, all PV effects are gone but the formerly 
illuminated layer is still enriched in oxygen vacancies and has a lower 
chemical potential of oxygen compared to the rest of the STO. This 
causes a Nernstian cell voltage with an opposite sign compared to the 
cell in Fig. 10a (Here the required ion conductor is no longer YSZ, but 
the STO zone with oxygen vacancies.) The oxygen chemical potential 
finally relaxes by diffusion inside STO but also by some oxygen incor-
poration across the top layer and rather quickly decays. Supposed the 
oxygen incorporation via the top layer is the decisive process during this 
relaxation, also the same time dependence for Fe-STO and STO can be 
explained. We are well aware that despite explaining our findings, the 
given model is not sufficiently backed by independent measurements 

Fig. 8. Impedance spectra of LSCr10/STO samples at 350 ◦C in air in darkness and under UV light (λ = 365 nm) with: (a) Impedance spectrum of a LSCr10/STO solar 
cell without UV illumination (“dark”). The three main features are the high, mid and low frequency semicircle. The high frequency semicircle (ωp approx. 80 kHz) is 
attributed to the bulk STO. The low frequency semicircle (ωp approx. 0.080 Hz) originates from the space charge region (SCR) at the LSCr/STO interface. The mid 
frequency feature most likely comes from the bottom electrode. (b) Time dependent evolution of impedance spectra during UV light illumination and (c,d) after UV. 
The contributions of STO bulk resistance (STO) as well as the resistance of the space charge region (SCR) are identified in the individual impedance spectra. Under UV 
light, two processes take place: i) The very fast vanishing of the space charge resistance; ii) the continuous drop in STO resistance upon switching on the UV light due 
to stoichiometry polarization. 
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yet. However, the exact validation requires many further studies and is 
beyond the scope of this paper; it is the topic of ongoing and future work. 

With this in mind, we can address the difference in the processes 
leading to different timescales for photovoltage and photocurrent. 
Firstly, two different processes occur under UV light: i) change in oxygen 
chemical potential (addressed in this section), which occurs in both open 
and short circuit, and ii) stoichiometry polarization occurring only in the 
short circuit case. Secondly, the length scales, in which change in oxygen 

stoichiometry affects the result, differ for photovoltage and photocur-
rent. For photovoltage, only illuminated region of the STO (several μm) 
close to the interface, thereby affecting the space charge zone (few nm) 
and Fermi level at the interface, defines the outcome. However, the 
resistance of the whole STO single crystal (0.5 mm) is relevant for the 
measured short circuit photocurrent. 

Fig. 9. EIS measurements of a LSCr10/STO cell at 350 ◦C in 
air at only 1 Hz for a better time resolution (the grey reference 
line represents the full spectrum in dark from Fig. 8). The 
process of switching the UV light (λ = 365 nm) on leads to 
lower resistances (i.e. 1 order of magnitude) within the time 
resolution of 1 s (blue squares). Under UV light, there is a 
slight, but steady decrease in resistance. Upon switching off 
the UV light, a very fast increase in resistance (within 1 s) is 
observed (red circles). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)   

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of a sample with Pt stripes on top of an STO single crystal and a YSZ bottom layer as an electrolyte used in Ref. [39] (a) as well as a 
sample with a LSCr top layer on an STO single crystal (b). On the right hand side of each sample, the respective voltage-time curve is sketched, highlighting the time 
dependent processes under UV light. The polarity of the respective voltages, UPV and UBat, are indicated. 
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4. Conclusion 

Heterojunctions of SrTiO3 with semi-transparent thin films of 
different LSCr compositions or Au provide high photovoltages up to 
more than 1 V at 350 ◦C. The underlying effect seems to be very robust as 
both metals and ceramic materials work as a top layer, provided suffi-
cient transparency of the thin film is given. The typically hole depleted 
space charges of the Schottky contact at the STO/top layer interfaces are 
responsible for the photovoltaic effects. When measuring the current of 
operating cells, a strong self-enhancing effect due to stoichiometry po-
larization in the STO single crystal is found. This may increase the 
current by orders of magnitude while leaving the open circuit photo-
voltage at its high value. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
revealed details of the processes under UV light. Two processes under 
UV light could be identified: Immediately “switching off” the resistance 
of the space charge region and a continuous drop of the resistance of 
bulk STO due to stoichiometry polarization. A surprising time depen-
dence of the photovoltage and its slow decay in dark is associated with 
compositional changes in illuminated STO due to formation of modified 
oxygen quasi-chemical potentials therein. 
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